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EDITOR’S COMMENTS
How wonderful it is to create! To have a passion, an idea,
a concept and to bring it to reality – presenting it to the
world! For me, it was a pretty startling revelation of this
world of innovators, thinkers and entrepreneurs. How
could I help? I’ve never invented anything, I’ve started a
few businesses that failed, but I’ve always survived by
pulling up my bootstraps. My passion was learning about
new things, it nourished, enriched and stimulated me.
Publishing “The Innovative Highway” is really kind of
selfish, because I’m helping myself, and at the same time
helping the thinkers and innovators in a very public forum.
Arizona Governor Doug Ducey and ASU President
Michael Crow are successfully pushing innovation and
entrepreneurship through a variety of programs, with great
results. Recently, ASU was named the most innovative
school in the U.S., topping Stanford (#2) and MIT (#3) by
U.S. News and World Report.
“Velocity, a Blueprint for transforming Greater Phoenix
into an Innovation Economy,” a collaboration between
business, civic and university leaders and elected officials,
have developed an action plan for Greater Phoenix to
compete in a global economy.
The Arizona House unanimously passed Crowdfunding
HB 2591, currently being restructured, which will provide
an opportunity for individuals to invest in Arizona
companies. Restructuring is scheduled for January 2016.
Arizona’s schools and universities and local communities
are offering a variety of programs in tech, engineering,
science, art and math. These efforts along with the huge
number of resources available for innovators,
entrepreneurs and startups have created an environment
that will move Arizona into the global economy.
Worldwide Conferences Support Innovation:
Sept. 24-25 in London featured the “Future AI & Robotic
Summit”
Sept. 25-26 in Amsterdam had one of the biggest startup
festivals “Uprise Startup Festival 2.0”
Sept. 26-27 in New York held the “Maker Faire Festival” to
support technology, entrepreneurship and startups.

th

October 5-6 -- 6 Annual Intl. Conference on Computer
Science Education: Innovation and Technology.
rd
October 6-7 – 3 Annual External Collaborations for
Innovation in Pharma & Biotech – Boston.
There are way too many to list, but this gives you the
idea. Source: www.conferize.com
Arizona has more than 44 coworking spaces providing
opportunities for innovators to experiment with new ideas,
there are over 29 accelerators and incubators that provide
education and resources, additionally, there are 27
university resources and 46 capital resources; we think
this is just the tip of the iceberg, and many more exist.
Support for innovation and startups in Arizona abound in
many areas: In BioTech: “MediCoventures “works with
new medical devices; “AZBIO” provides resources for
funding and training for medtech, and a variety of
coworking spaces provide opportunities for entrepreneurs
to practice their creativity, for example: “Chef’s Shared
Kitchen” provides a kitchen for chefs to cook and learn
without a substantial investment; “Local Motors” operates
a network of microfactories, a place for innovators to
create amazing products and for consumers to come to
marvel and shop. No matter what your area of creativity,
there is a local space for you to explore and pursue your
dreams!
Our sole effort at The Innovation Highway is to be the
“Marketplace” that brings all these resources together
under one innovative umbrella.
"The Innovation Highway" is a wonderful eclectic
compilation of innovation… I absolutely love this
magazine!!
To Our Future
Debbie Norwitz, Editor
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Letter to the Editor
Debbie,
I saw your profile on Propel AZ. I'm a budding entreprwhatever.I've been working
on a product and patent for the past 12-16 months.
I'd be happy to share my success once my first round of private capital investors
comes back with an answer to my proposals early next year.
My product is revolutionary in that it is in high demand and does not exist on a
public or commercial level. Let's keep in touch so that when I "go big", and I will in
the next year I can tell you my story.
This product is top secret but I'm working on my patent and it earns me a pretty
penny each month.
Take care, Randy, Investor/Inventor
Hi Randy, We’ll do whatever we can to support entrepreneurs.
Debbie
Send Letters to the Editor to Letters@theinnovationhighway.com
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TRANSFORMING Greater Phoenix
Into a Top Global Market for Innovation and Technology by 2025.

Velocity is a business and community leader driven
initiative that will expedite the creation of hundred of
thousands of new advanced industries jobs in Greater Phoenix.
The counties, cities, and towns that make up the Greater
Phoenix region are home to 4.3 million people—more than
two-thirds of both the state’s population and its job base. The
region’s $176 billion annual economic output accounts for 76
percent of the state total.
A strong base of advanced industries related to
semiconductors and electronics, navigational instruments and
sensors, and aerospace and defense form the foundation of the
production economy in Greater Phoenix. In fact, many of the
region’s strongest industrial assets arise from a core
competency in electronics that cuts across several sectors.
That base has eroded over the last two decades. The region has

not developed into a major hub for R&D and innovation in
most of its advanced industry sectors, and, although they
provide an important high-wage employment base, many
of them are maturing.
Dramatic shifts are occurring in several sectors vital to Greater
Phoenix. The region’s aerospace industry is downsizing, for
example, but has strong potential to lead in a number of
specialized fields including intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance; cyber technology and communications
systems; precision instruments; and controls and electronics
for aircrafts, weapons systems, and satellites.
Greater Phoenix recently has ranked among the nation’s top
regions for the concentration of technology startups and
specialized IT firms taking root in the region. Over the last
decade, regional partners have knit together an impressive
network of incubators, accelerators, and prototyping centers.

Tallwave’s High Tide for Health Care IT competition and
the Arizona Commerce Authority’s Innovation Challenge
are examples of the support available to new innovation forces
and entrepreneurs.
New forms of economic place making, along with 21st
century infrastructure and governance, are needed to
foster an environment that cultivates knowledge industries.
As a young region, Greater Phoenix is not as hampered by the
multiple layers of government that stymie many regions. But
unified action requires new forms of civic leadership and
collaboration across a complex network of cities and
counties—and overcoming the competition within the region
that often drives economic development decisions.

STRATEGIES
Based on key findings, Velocity includes three chief strategies
to address the region’s challenges, build on its strengths and
transform the region into a global center for innovation.
1.

2.

3.

Create world-class capacity for next-generation
technologies and targeted advanced industries by
investing in new applied research centers, industry
partnerships and programs for technical careers.
Facilitate the formation and integration of innovation
capabilities and physical environments for new and
emerging firms to scale up and grow.
Establish Greater Phoenix as a hub of global trade,
connecting leading industries and entrepreneurs to
growing markets abroad while also making the region
a location of choice for global firms and investors.

In partnership with the Maricopa County Education Services
Agency, education leaders are developing plans to support the
creation of a more robust STEM pipeline in the K-12 system.
The Maricopa Community Colleges District has convened
industry leaders, educational institutions and workforce
organizations to explore closer alignment of technical
education and training with advanced industries. Arizona State
University has engaged top-tier engineering leadership from
across the country to develop an approach to expand its
capacities and education.

The Steering Committee of Velocity also thanks the Maricopa
Association of Governments, Arizona State University, and
the University of Arizona for their generous financial support.
Engaging the Velocity Strategy and reaching its goals can
transform the Greater Phoenix economy more quickly into one
of the most dynamic job creation engines on the planet.
• The region can create 200,000 high wage jobs in
innovation and technology driven industries.
• Add hundreds of billion dollars’ worth of capital
investment in the community.
• This resulting economic activity will return over $15
billion in new tax revenue to state and local governments.
• Every person in the region will benefit from an improved
education system, a highly trained workforce and a more
robust pay scale for employees.
The Greater Phoenix region’s economy will be transformed
into an innovation led juggernaut envied throughout the world.

THE CORE CHALLENGE
Move advanced industries to center stage
by launching the
Metro Innovation Initiative (Mil).
MIL is a multi-year collaboration between industry
and the public sector. It will pioneer a systemic
approach, creating a powerful engine and platform
that will accelerate economic transformation:
For more information contact Kathleen Lee,
Senior Vice President, Strategy
Greater Phoenix Economic Council
klee@gpec.org | www.discovervelocity.com

ARIZONA STATE UNIVERSITY

INNOVATION
Arizona State University was
Named the Most Innovative
School in the U.S. News & World
Report of College Rankings for
2016.

“Most innovative” is a new
category for the widely touted set
of annual rankings by the news
magazine, which compares more
than 1,500 institutions on a variety
of metrics.
“ASU provided us with so many
opportunities to excel in
entrepreneurship and other
projects,” said Jared Schoepf, who
was on a team of undergraduates
who launched a startup called
SafeSipp, which designed and
produces water-purifying devices
for developing countries. “We
went to several competitions and
we realized that ASU gave us that
upper edge to compete.”
ASU has launched several unique
programs in the past few years,
including several focused on
widening access to higher
education, which is a mission of
University President Michael
Crow.
Last year the school announced the
Starbucks College Achievement
Plan, a partnership with the coffee
company that offers full tuition
reimbursement to Starbucks

employees who pursue an online
degree through ASU. And this fall
saw the debut of ASU’s Global
Freshman Academy, in which
students can take online classes
and decide after completion
whether they want to pay for the
credits, which are offered at a rate
of $200 per hour.
ASU is also exploring better ways
to teach. Several hundred freshmen
are participating in a new projectbased learning pilot this year
called ProMod. The program
combines instruction in general
education and students’ focused
areas of study while they tackle
real life problems. Faculty are
researching whether the students
are more likely to complete their
degrees than students who take
classes delivered in the traditional
way.
For students, the approach to
innovation can be both academic
and practical.
“It’s spectacular what they allowed
us to do,” said Schoepf, who is
now pursuing his doctorate in
chemical engineering at ASU.
Schoepf and his team launched
their product as part of the
Engineering Projects in
Community Service program at the
Ira A. Fulton Schools of
Engineering. He said they won

several grants totaling more than
$50,000 to launch their product,
including rent-free manufacturing
space provided by ASU.
But creating a culture of
innovation is more than starting
separate programs across the
university.
“You do need to create a
sustainability of innovation across
the breadth of the university - a
little pocket here and a little pocket
there just doesn’t do it,” said Dave
Guston, founding director of
ASU’s new School for the Future
of Innovation in Society.
He credits President Crow with
fostering a foundation for
innovation.
“The faculty members feel very
comfortable crossing boundaries
and engaging in collaborations that
at other institutions would be
treated with something between
indifference and hostility.”
Guston said that culture of
innovation has helped recruit
faculty to ASU.
“Basically, the faculty we’ve
brought into the new school are
coming specifically to do things
they felt they were not able to do at
their home institutions.”

ASU INNOVATORS
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT … ASUNOW.ASU.EDU
SafeSIPP – Purification and
Storage of Drinking Water

Jared Schoepf, Cofounder and
director of engineering students in
ASU’s EPICS (Engineering
Projects in Community Service)
class, Jared Schoepf and classmates
Taylor Barker and Lindsay Fleming
decided to apply their engineering
skills to three critical problems
facing rural communities in the
developing world: transportation,
purification and storage of drinking
water.
SafeSIPP allows users to transport,
purify and store more water with
less time and effort than traditional
methods of collecting water,
making it a potentially life-changing
- and life-saving - innovation for the
estimated one billion people in the
developing world who don’t have
access to clean drinking water.
SafeSipp consists of a handle
attached to a heavy-duty plastic
barrel that rolls along the ground,
allows a person to easily transport
30 gallons of water, cutting the
amount of time spent hauling water
by 75 percent. More importantly, a
patent-pending filtration system
within the barrel cleans the water as
it’s rolled back home.

IN THIS SECTION

ASU Student’s Solution to Global
Malnutrition: A Bellyfull of Bugs.

ASU “THEMIS” Mars images
Stars in the Movie “The Martian”

Cockroaches, crickets and
caterpillars can do more than make
your skin crawl. They just might be
a tasty and nutritious addition to
your next meal.

Images of Mars taken by a visual
and infrared camera designed at
Arizona State University take a star
turn in the new hit movie “The
Martian.”

As part of a global design
challenge, ASU biology major Pat
Pataranutaporn and a team of
student researchers have used
biomimicry to design a way to help
combat malnutrition. His team
created a nature-inspired device
called “Jube” — a simple, bugcatching contraption that could
dramatically change how humans
obtain food.

Last November, the film production
company for "The Martian"
approached ASU's School of Earth
and Space Exploration about using
THEMIS — “Thermal Emission
Imaging System” — imagery in the
movie.

“Research suggests that insects will
be the protein of the future,”
Pataranutaporn said. “They have a
very high protein content, and are a
sustainable food source because
their populations often exceed an
ecosystem’s need for them.
Getting people to eat bugs is the
second part of Pataranutaporn’s
proposal … creating an educational
program to teach people how to
prepare insects in a tasty way.

“We gave it, of course, and ASU is
duly credited in the crawl — way,
way at the end, just before the
copyright notice,” said Robert
Burnham, manager of media
relations for the school. “I'm really
glad to see our imagery on screen.
And while the movie does skate
lightly over some brutal realities of
Martian climate and conditions, it's
a good story well-told.”
The camera — which operates in
five visual and nine infrared (heatsensitive) "colors" — was designed
by ASU professor Philip
Christensen, the instrument's
principal investigator.

WHAT’S HAPPENING IN ARIZONA
ASBA Executive Director Rick Murray has some answers --

Raising money to start a business or
take a business to the next level has
always been a challenge. Many great
ideas and businesses have gone under
because they lacked the ability to stay
in the game long enough before
revenues could support the business.
Banks know this. Unless there is
collateral or solid financial history, it’s
not likely they’re going to lend money.

Association championed a new law that
allows Arizona businesses to solicit
investors for an equity positon in their
company without having to comply with
SEC laws. (Arizona House Bill #2591)
Equity Crowdfunding is different than
typical Kick Starter crowdfunding, in
that you are actually selling shares of
the business in return for an investment.

Under Capitalization is The Number
One Reason Businesses Fail.
So where does that leave the small
business owner wanna-be? Typically,
they resort to using their retirement
funds, obtaining a 2nd mortgage,
maxing out credit cards, and borrowing
from friends and family to help fund
their business. In most cases, it is not
enough.
Without the ability to tap into other
sources of funds, many businesses are
doomed for failure. That’s why the
(ASBA) Arizona Small Business

Previously, this option required SEC
compliance, which is complicated and
expensive and reserved for companies
seeking millions of dollars.
The 2012 JOBS Act allowed for equity
fundraising at much smaller levels and
bypassing SEC requirements, but states
needed to set up the framework in
order to participate.
With Arizona’s new Crowdfunding law,
Arizona businesses can solicit up to
$10,000 per investor and raise as much
as $2.5 million dollars.

The Arizona Corporation Commission
will have oversight and, along with
submitting a business plan, there are
several disclosures that a company
must comply with in order to
participate in Equity Crowdfunding.

The average person, new to investing
will need to be diligent, educating
themselves before investing in any
opportunity.

Asking the hard questions will not only
help the investor learn more about the
business, but also
force the business
Equity Crowdfunding
owner to know more
A New Way for Businesses
what investors are
to Raise Capital in Arizona

This new way for
businesses to raise
capital is a gamechanger. Businesses
that have a solid
business plan,
competent people at the helm, and a
clear plan to profitability will succeed in
raising the needed capital. The obvious
by-product will be new jobs and added
tax revenue for Arizona. It will also
provide the public with the opportunity
to invest in ideas, people and
businesses within their community,
creating opportunities in areas of the
state where none existed before.
But as with all investments, it’s buyer
beware. Due diligence will be critical.

expecting.
It is hard to predict what equity
crowdfunding will look like in 10 years but
one thing is certain: Opening a new avenue
for small business to access capital will
create new opportunities and new
competition in the business
lending/funding arena. It’s the booster
shot the Arizona economy needs to
continue the gradual climb back to
economic relevance.

Rick Murray
Executive Director
Arizona Small Business Association

State of Arizona Intrastate Crowdfunding Exemption
Notice Filing Form
A.R.S. § 44-1844(D)

ARIZONA CORPORATION COMMISSION
SECURITIES DIVISION
1300 W. WASHINGTON, THIRD FLOOR
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 542-4242
www.azcc.gov/divisions/securities
This form is to be used to submit a notice filing in connection with the securities offering
exemption provided pursuant to A.R.S. § 44-1844(D).
1. Issuer and offering information (the issuer is the entity issuing securities):
Name of issuer (legal name and d.b.a. if applicable):

Date of Formation:
Address:

Telephone:

E-mail:

Website address (URL) where the issuer’s securities will be offered:

Name and address of the Arizona-registered dealer operating the website, if applicable:

Target Amount of the offering: $
Name and address of the bank, credit union or other depository financial institution where
investors’ funds are to be escrowed:

2. Contact Person to whom communications regarding this notice should be directed:
Name:

Address:

Telephone:

E-mail:

Pursuant to A.R.S. § 44-1844(D), please enclose the following documents with the
submission of this form:
 A copy of the disclosure document to be provided to prospective purchasers pursuant
to paragraph 16 of § 44-1844(D), and
 A copy of the escrow agreement entered into pursuant to paragraph 7 of A.R.S. § 441844(D).
Date: __________________

Representative of Issuer: __________________________________
(Title)

____________________________
(Printed Name)

A.R.S. § 44-1844(D) notice filing form
Page 2 of 2

__________________________________
(Signature)

Dinner at 8

+

Science

At its core, cooking is the process
of taking a series of ingredients,
combining them, using energy to
apply heat or cold, and working
with them to produce a delicious,
nutritious, and hopefully fun
experimental result. The science
and art of cooking is a Chef’s
luxury playground.

Viewing the
World Through
our Tummies!
CULINARY ARTS

Technology
In almost everything we do,
there is a touch of technology
that we can see even in cooking.

Is enhanced when using
Science, Technology,
Engineering, Mathematics

Engineering

and the Arts!

Cooking methods like frying,
baking, roasting, broiling,
poaching, boiling, braising,
steaming, and stewing are
engineering’ ingredients to a
desired appearance, aroma, taste,
texture and even sound.

Culinary Arts
To create dishes with good flavor,
consistency, and texture, the
various ingredients must have a
kind of relationship to one another.

Mathematics
Chefs need to understand Time,
Temperature, Weight, Ratio,
Proportion, Conversion, Measure,
Geometry, Fractions, Division,
and Multiplication, adjust recipes
and adjust and measure cooking
temperatures.

Larry P. Canepa isIssue
our chief
chef;
| Date
a Certified Culinary Educator and
Chef who has teen teaching
Culinary Arts for years.
Larry has transformed his cooking
classes to show the importance of
STEAM and its influence in the
culinary arts.
For Dinner at 8 community and
private classes contact Larry at
602-882-5982
Join the culinary conversations at

Lorem Ipsum

Facebook.com/dinner8

Culinary Arts Transformation
Is about transforming:
A solid to a liquid to a gas
Raw food to cooked food
The inedible to the edible
The ugly into the beautiful
Grass into cheese
Grapes into wine
Beans into coffee
Cacao into chocolate
Egg whites into a souffle’
The potentially unsafe to healthy
Wheat to flour and then to
yummy bread, cakes, or donuts

Leading
Innovation
through
Immersive
Technologies

Immersive Technologies enable three-dimensional human computer interaction. We exist and interact in a 3D world, and it is now
time that we compute in three dimensions. The new Immersive Technologies, like Virtual Reality, 3D printing, 3D Scanning, 3D
Modeling, Augmented Reality, Robotics, Cybernetics etc., are making that possible.
At PerfOpt Technologies, we are excited about the emergence of this new paradigm in computing that is being ushered in by
Immersive Technologies. Every decade, there are one or two main technologies that are termed as “Disruptive,” because they
completely change the way we live, think, work, and socialize. From the mid-80s to the mid-90s, we had the microprocessor revolution,
which ushered in the era of personal computers. From mid-90s to the mid 2000s, we had the Internet and the World Wide Web as the
technologies that changed the world and provided global connectivity. Then from 2005 to 2015, smartphones and social media have
penetrated our lives.

Learn new 3D T echnologies with
hands-on activities at the PerfOpt3 D
Immersive T echnology Center
Try Our New Full Body Scanning Services
Stand on our turntable and create a
one-of-a-kind 3D model of yourself.
Then you can get that model printed
using our 3D printing services.
WELCOM E T O TH E FUTUR E!
We believe that the Immersive Technologies are
positioning to become disruptive in the upcoming decade.
In the past couple of years, we have already seen the
impact of these technologies in the different business
sectors. The 3D scanning and modeling is being used in
health care (3D CT scans), engineering, architecture etc. The 3D printing allows the creation of physical objects resulting from the 3D
models. This assists in rapid prototyping and personalized manufacturing. New devices are now available to perform 360 degree video
recording, which can then become the basis of Virtual Reality based immersive experiences. Virtual Reality enables the sensation of
presence – the feeling as though you’re actually there. The magic of presence is as remarkable as the experiences it enables and Virtual
Reality is now positioned as the next platform for gaming, education, and travel experiences.
Immersive Technologies are also powering the Maker Movement, which allows individuals to create and innovate with DIY (Do It
Yourself) projects. This movement is allowing young minds to again become excited about the STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics) areas and is also fostering the integration of Arts with STEM, to create a new acronym called STEAM.
Many makers are artists, hobbyists or enthusiasts who use these technologies to bring their ideas to life and are creating their own
market ecosystem.
Raman Khurana is CEO of PerfOpt Technologies, Inc., 700 N. Estrella Parkway, Ste. 210, Goodyear, AZ. We specialize in custom
software development and we are an innovative leader in the field of immersive technologies. For more information call 623-271-7709
or visit www.PerOpt.com and www.PerfOpt3D.com.

Am I deciding based on what I want or am I
deciding based on what I fear?
Fear is an ugly thing. It often presents itself in the guise of
innumerable reason why something does not make sense. And
if you try to squelch fear by asking others for advice the
chances are overwhelming that they will err on the side of
protecting you from what you fear and lead you to a place of
security and complacency.
"Time may seem infinite but your time is not. Decide what
you want and go for it."

The Only 3 Start-up Questions
You Really Need to Answer

All I can tell you is that only path I know of to fulfillment is
by deciding based on what you want, not by deciding based on
what you fear. The latter only leads to regrets. Time may seem
infinite but your time is not. Decide what you want and go for
it.

Do I believe enough in what I'm doing that I
would rather live with failure than with the
memory of not trying?

By Thomas Koulopoulos, Founder, Delphi Group

Starting and building a business is filled with
uncertainty. Rather than try to resolve it, accept
it and do this.
Starting a business is often one of the hardest decisions
anyone can make. Very rarely is the path to success lined with
yellow bricks or marked with street signs, and it definitely
isn't on any GPS. The uncertainty, risk, setbacks, and effort
are all part of the journey. Yet, if the desire is there I can
assure you of one thing, it can not be squelched. You can't
douse the fires of passion with any amount of rational well
though out argument; perhaps for a short time, but not
permanently.

"You can't douse the fires of passion with any
amount of rational well thought out argument;
perhaps for a short time, but not permanently."

There is no such thing as a guaranteed business plan or model;
no such guarantees for anything in life. Sometimes everything
can seem to be in your favor and still an unknown variable
derails your plans. So, before you start, accept that not only is
failure an option but one that you will have to live with if your
dream does not materialize. Are you ready to live with that
and still believe the journey was worthwhile; that you learned
from it and are proud in having taken it?

Am I willing to commit to this for as long as it
takes to see it succeed?
The single biggest thing every entrepreneur underestimates is
the time it will take for their business to take off. It makes
perfect sense. You already get the value proposition. You've
convinced yourself and your team, But markets, partnerships,
distribution channels, and infrastructure all take time to
develop. While you can get a web site up in hours or days the
many pieces of the business will always take longer than you
had anticipated. Be ready to ride it out for at least 5 years and
possibly up to 10 just to get to the point of relative stability.

The problem is that far to many would-be entrepreneurs spin
their wheels endlessly trying to make a decision based
onknown opportunities and challenges, when the greater part
of the decision is based on the unknowable; the things that we
cannot predict or anticipate. If you wait for those to reveal
themselves you will forever be a permanent holding pattern
waiting for the fog to lift, or, worse yet, allow the decision to
be made for you. You can't resolve uncertainty with a
spreadsheet; you have to dive headlong into it.

Keep in mind that 50% of start-ups fail within the first five
years. Getting beyond the five-year milestone is a key factor in
determining your ongoing success. Far too many business run
out of steam by the second or third year (30% and 40%,
respectively) simply because they gave themselves an artificial
time frame and then became impatient with the process of
building by focusing on the near-term set backs rather than the
long-term objectives. Momentum is your greatest ally. Focus
on the successes and amplify their value by advertising them
and learning from them.

Here are three simple questions that will guide you in making
the decision that's right for YOU.

Contact: tk@delphigroup and twitter handle @tkspeaks. Article
originally published in Inc. on Oct 14, 2015.

Paving the Way:
Creating a Culture of
Innovation in Phoenix
By Steven Weiner

Two years ago, my friends, my wife, and
I began a New Years’ tradition: to roadtrip from Phoenix, Arizona to a cabin in
Steamboat Springs, Colorado. During
these journeys, we encountered – or, in
all honesty, caused —quite a few
complications. Due to poor map
reading, there was an unintentional
detour forty minutes south into New
Mexico. Then there was the intentional
detour through the Rockies that took
four hours longer than expected due to
a freak snow storm. There were tense
moments as deer leapt at us from dark
forests or when the gas tank needle
dipped toward the “E” without a town in
sight. And then there was a car rental
At CR EATE, we introduce
the public to the joy of
lea rning through making!

mix-up, leaving us with a front-wheel
drive SUV that became stuck at the
bottom of a steep, icy driveway on the
last day of the trip. (The image of my
friend hitting the ground with the blunt
end of a shovel in an attempt to break
up the ice, while my wife sprinkled cat
litter on the pavement, is only humorous
in retrospect).
All that being said, these vacations were
incredibly successful! Our missteps did

not result in disaster, but instead
provided opportunities for learning and
reflection. Thanks to an established
system of roads,
highways, just enough gas stations, and
spotty (but sufficient) cell phone
coverage, we managed to get where we
wanted. The security of an infrastructure
allowed us to explore, take some
chances, and learn.
The process of innovation also takes
winding paths that often lead to
unexpected places. And, just like a road
trip, a culture of innovation will not thrive
without a robust network, built with
intention and care, that connects people
with resources, knowledge, and –most
of all—each other. Such a network
would allow would-be innovators to take
healthy
risks
without
fearing
catastrophe, while simultaneously
helping them hone their talents and
ideas.
As the Program Director of CREATE at
Arizona Science Center, my passion is
to help develop just such a network.
CREATE is a unique 6,500 sq. ft. space
which combines elements of a science
lab, an art studio, an inventor’s
workshop, and a community center. At
CREATE, we are introducing the public
to the joy of learning through making,
while providing training and access to
both traditional tools and high-tech
machinery. More than just teaching kids
and adults how to use laser

cutters and 3D printers, we are
exposing them to the practices of design
thinking and collaborative problemsolving. The long-term vision is to foster
a spirit of innovation and creativity that
transcends our “cool tools” and that
becomes an integral part of Phoenix’s
identity.
We believe that CREATE can act as a
central hub and entry point into the
culture of innovation, especially for
those who may not know how to begin
their own journey. So, to the artists,
engineers,
educators,
scientists,
craftsmen, inventors, coders, and
makers of Phoenix, I urge you to join us
and help pave the way for Phoenix’s
next big construction project—an
Innovation Highway.
Your highway to CREATE is at the
Arizona Science Center, 600 E.
Washington, Phoenix, AZ 85004.
Call us at 602-716-2000. Visit
our website at azscience.org/CREATE

All-new 2017 Ford F-450 Super Duty Platinum Crew Cab 4x4 Class 3 dual-rear-wheel
pickup is the top-of-the-line luxury model and tow boss of the lineup. It can pull heavier
gooseneck and fifth-wheel trailers than ever.

Ford Innovation
New Silicon Valley Research Center Opens

For Owners of EVs and Plug-in Hybrids the MyFord
Mobile App for Apple Watch allows owners to check
your car’s mileage, charging status and vehicle manual
right from your wrist.

Driving innovation in Connectivity, Mobility and Autonomous Vehicles
In January 2015 Ford opened the Research and Innovation Center in
Palo Alto, growing its global research team and accelerating the
company’s innovation in connectivity, mobility, autonomous vehicles,
customer experience and big data.
“At Ford, we view ourselves as both a mobility and an auto company,
as we drive innovation in every part of our business,” said Mark
Fields, Ford Motor Company president and CEO. “This new research
center shows Ford’s commitment to be part of the Silicon Valley
innovation ecosystem – anticipating customers’ wants and needs,
especially on connectivity, mobility and autonomous vehicles. We are
working to make these new technologies accessible to everyone, not
just luxury customers.”
• Connectivity - Ford is integrating with the Nest application programming
interface, targeting home energy and emergency system management
while on the road through a series of research experiments.

B
All-new 2017 Ford F-450 Super Duty Platinum Crew
Cab 4x4 Class 3 dual-rear-wheel pickup features
Ford’s new SYNC® 3 communications and
entertainment system with an easier-to-understand
graphical interface and an intuitive smartphone-like
eight-inch touch screen.

• Mobility – The Ford’s Remote Repositioning mobility experiment, could
help lead to more affordable and effective ways to manage car-sharing
initiatives, or park vehicles remotely as a new form of valet parking.
• Customer Experience - Designing the best and smartest interior design for
our customers. Ford is testing interior functionality, such as the high-tech,
multi-contour seat. Ford is researching the most intuitive and effective
way to control the seat, including using natural language speech
recognition and a smartphone- or tablet-based interface.
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A. Gardening Made Easy!

B. Google’s Project Jacquard

D. Sustainable Fashion

Seedsheet’s goal is to remove the
barriers to gardening so anyone can
grow their own vegetables, herbs,
and flowers.

By weaving miniaturized electronics
into the fabric of pants, jackets or
other garments, the wearer is
wirelessly connected to online
services,
apps,
or
phones.
www.google.com/atap/projectjjacquard/

Cambodian fashion brand Tonlé is
now selling sustainable apparel in
North America. Their innovative
process reduces waste and benefits
the planet by manufacturing their
garments from scrap material
creating new, usable fabric, resulting
in zero waste. TonleDesign.com

Just lay Seedsheet atop soil and
you’ve started your garden. No
measuring, no seeding, no weeding.
Adaptable to any climate zone in the
U.S. Visit www.seedsheets.com,
enter your zip code to determine
climate compatibility and Seedsheet
will suggest the right plants suited to
your climate conditions

C. Sharing Your Umbrella
A Bluetooth device is fixed onto the
top of umbrellas and when it rains,
owners can use the companion app
to signal to nearby strangers they are
willing to share their umbrella.
http://umbrellahere.com/

E. Reading is ‘Pup’emental
AAWL’s
innovative
reading
program socializes dogs and cats,
helping fearful animals become more
comfortable with people without
forcing interaction. www.aawl.org

“RISING TYCOONS”– INSPIRING TEENS TO SUCCEED
MCESA – CONNECTING STEM PROFESSIONAL IN THE CLASSROOM
“SCIENCE IS FUN” – GROWING STEM TALENT FOR THE FUTURE WITH FUN

STEM EDUCATION – CHIEF SCIENCE OFFICERS, GIVING STUDENTS A VOICE
MR. TONE FIGHTS OBESITY
BATMAN SCIENCE

Most teens idolize Steve Jobs and Elon Musk, but how do you
help them become one? Effective leadership and social impact is
exactly what Olenka Cullinan, Founder, CEO and Entreprenista
of Rising Tycoons, inspires teens to achieve.
Rising Tycoons (RT) was born from the lack of "how to" in teaching
young people to be successful. Adults often teach young people the
'end of the rainbow', but forget the beginning and middle parts; the
“backbone of success." Seven out of ten high school students say
they want to start their own business (Gallup poll); they dream of
being a successful business owner. But we have a problem - high
school students get little or no business and leadership education.
Rising Tycoons solves this problem by teaching
high-potential students how to become successful leaders
in school, in life, and in the world.

Learn Essential
Success Skills
• Entrepreneurship
• Leadership and
• Personal
Development.

Inspiring Teens to Achieve

Rising Tycoons Camp, Team M'Phasis, AZ

RT has very effectively served over 3,500 teens and their adult influencers, all over the world. The workshops
and conferences are most often sponsored and hosted by top educational institutions or corporations devoted to
serving teens (and their families). Olenka has been trained and mentored by top achievers e.g.: Darren Hardy,
Josh Shipp, and Donald Trump. She has become one of the nation’s premier youth educators, as recently
demonstrated by her presentation at TEDxYouth, whose theme “World in Mind” fostered a dialogue to raise
youth’s self-awareness and to realize limitless potential. Olenka is fully devoted to working with and turning
Arizona’s teens into entrepreneurs and future business owners; especially due to the entrepreneurial climate
being fostered in our local educational economy.
Rising Tycoons Academy launches in Arizona, January 2016.
Olenka said, “Teens will learn new academic disciplines, better
decision making skills and life habits. Teachers and parents have
consistently raved about the improvement in the students.
Faculty and parents, both professionally and personally, rave
about how the teens, the classroom, and even the household have
improved.”
We Turn Teens into Mindful Tycoons
Because Tomorrow’s Leaders are in High School Today!
Learn about hosting or attending Rising Tycoons programs by
contacting Olenka Cullinan at olenka@risingtycoons.com |
480-361-5052 | www.risingtycoons.com.
Scholarships are available for underprivileged teens.

iCare Week communicates the message of self
empowerment, self love, and self value.

Growing STEM
Talent For The
Future With
“Science is Fun”
“Science is Fun” has well
established its ability to
excite
students
about
science.

Dr. Michael McKelvy. who
co-founded and directed
Science is Fun at ASU,
subsequently
developed
the Science is Fun program
at Basha High School.

Partners are being sought
to explore and extend the
long-term
impact
the
Science is Fun program has
in reaching a lot more
students, extending the
excitement, expanding the
number and diversity of
STEM
students,
and
enhancing STEM literacy,
and

importantly growing

Arizona’s human capital.

TO LEARN MORE
Please contact:
Dr. Michael J. McKelvy
mckelvy.michael@cusd80.com
www.bashascienceisfun.com

The Basha high school student pours the racquetball out of the liquid nitrogen
for her 4th grade audience ……. Clunk. “Does that sound like our racquetball
ball?” “No, it sounded hard!” “So, do you think it will bounce higher or lower
than before?” “Higher!” “Lower!” “O.K., Let’s see. 3.… 2…. 1….” CRASH!
The ball shatters. “You broke it!” “It sounded like glass!”

Fourth Grade Students enthralled with “Science is Fun” ex periments

The “Science is Fun” program was co-founded and developed with support from the National Science
Foundation and the U.S. Department of Education and has received rave reviews from students, teachers,
parents and administrators for its ability to excite students about the world of science. “That was fun!! It
was so much better than the book!” “The Science program sounds awesome! Where would I sign up?”
Recent research underscores the importance of STEM role models in increasing the number of students,
especially underrepresented students, who pursue STEM classes, literacy, and careers. Science is Fun
Interns provide these role models as they bring the excitement of scientific discovery to younger students.
“The kids were saying throughout the day, Science IS fun! We were so impressed with the girls. I loved how
at the end they talked about what science careers they wanted to pursue in college. That’s so great for the
kids (especially the girls) to hear!”
While exploring the excitement of science with younger students, the Interns’
public speaking skills grow and their self-confidence blossoms. “You guys are
cool!” “Can I have your autograph?” They also begin to realize that they
truly are role models and the impact they can have on younger students.
“The Science is Fun!” approach to cultivating young students' interest in
STEM is truly unique. I believe that having high school-age students present
the show is integral to creating the role model learning experience that elicits
Diamond Zamora, Kayla
Hermreck, Angela Cadiz

such a positive response from the fourth grade audience.” “STEM is
becoming more important in the modern world and “Science is Fun” gives

me the opportunity to galvanize the community’s youth into action!”

Connecting STEM
Professionals to
Classrooms
Maricopa County
Education Service Agency
helps students gain
STEM identities!

Elyse Hallstrom, an engineer at Intel, talks to dozens of classrooms through STEM Pro Live! about how microprocessors work.

When Jen Marckmann mentioned her love of dirt
bikes, a boy’s head lifted from his desk. When she
mentioned that her favorite thing she had ever made
was a vending machine, one girl’s mouth dropped
open.

schools to build a culture of STEM, all aimed at
helping middle schools build a “STEM identity.”
Research shows that students able to see themselves as
STEM professionals in middle school are more likely to
pursue STEM through their education and in a career.

Marckmann is a chemical engineer with MedTronic, a
medical technology and device company, in Tempe,
Ariz., who grew up in the Valley. She wasn’t always
attracted to science and math, but first grew interested
through her love of dirt bikes and motorcycles.

ESI builds teachers’ math and science content
knowledge and pedagogy through hands-on workshops
and coaching and empowers school leaders to become
agents for change. Students in ESI classrooms learn
math and science content with the research-based,
hands-on Modeling Instruction curriculum; engage in
meaningful STEM challenges across district using video
conferencing technology; and recognize peer success
and are recognized by connecting with students in
other districts, along with the mentoring and content
support they receive from STEM professionals.

She and more than 300 other STEM professionals
from more than 40 different organizations have been
sharing stories from their lives and work through
Maricopa County Education Service Agency’s
“Engineering STEM Identity,” a program for middle
school classrooms.
Connecting STEM professionals as role models to
classrooms is a crucial component of Engineering
STEM Identity or “ESI.” This program empowers

MCESA employees who were able to see interactions
between ESI classrooms and STEM professionals were
so inspired by the excitement on both sides of the
conversations — students’ intriguing questions and

STEM professionals’ passion for their work — that
MCESA decided to expand the platform for the STEM
professionals’ stories.
Because ESI is funded through a U.S. Department of
Education Investing in Innovation grant and limited to
the 2,000 students in the classrooms partnering with
MCESA through the grant, other classrooms are not
currently able to integrate ESI.
But MCESA made it possible for classrooms anywhere
to be able to hear directly from area STEM
professionals by creating STEM Pro Live!, a live
monthly webcast from a STEM professional’s
workplace to computers anywhere. The STEM
professionals tell their stories about how they got into
the field, what courses they took, and what is so
amazing about their work, then take live questions
from students watching from their classrooms.

Tyrone Benson, an engineer at Intel, talks to thousands of students about the importance of
quality and reliability engineering.

Through STEM Pro Live!, thousands of students have
learned about the sustainability of “tiny houses,” the
fun behind being able to design whatever you want in
the digital world with coding languages or in the
physical world with computer-aided design and 3D
printing technology, and the power behind the
infrastructures of civil engineering projects.
They’ve heard the stories of professionals working for
Intel, Freeport McMoRan, Arizona Public Service,
Medtronic, and other fields —their struggles, their
passions, and how they got to this point.
Anyone is able to subscribe to get updates about upcoming
STEM Pro Live! webcasts or watch past broadcasts All past
broadcasts are also available on MCESA’s YouTube feed.
Individuals and companies interested in becoming STEM role
models, can learn more here.

Geoff Notkin, a meteorite hunter and TV personality, speaks from his office in Tucson
about the work he does uncovering and studying meteorites and other “space rocks” for
STEM Pro Live! That live webcast was broadcast to computers not only across Arizona,
but also to viewers in Wisconsin, Ohio, Florida, California and Great Britain!

MR. TONE FIGHTS OBESITY...
At Home and In The Classroom!
CIGNA Healthcare representatives refer to “Mr. Tone” as “Superman”
stating he is the equivalent of a Clark Kent whose mission is
to fight obesity single-handedly (with a little bit of help from
his friends!). The Dallas Independent School District likens
“Mr. Tone” to health as McGruff, the crime dog, is to crime.
Why all the comparisons? Because Mr. Tone is fighting
obesity through his innovative health and fitness
system! Together with the help of his animated friends
(Ice Water, Chargie Carb, Flex Protein,Fester Fat Cell,
Vita Vitamin & Precious Mineral), who represent each
of the Top Six Nutrients, they successfully prevent
child obesity! IT’S TRUE!

Tony Lamka (aka. Mr. Tone), a former
USA Boxing Federation coach, is a dynamic
individual who has devoted a major portion
of his life to fighting childhood obesity. During
his quest, he invented and patented a health
and fitness system that utilizes one of the
most viable, established
and widespread
mediums available to
address childhood
obesity — the classroom.
This interactive, schoolbased system brings
structured nutrition
and exercise lessons
into the classroom to
improve student health
and prevent child obesity.
And it changes lives like
there’s no tomorrow!
Check out Kailey’s story.

Mr. Tone’s health and fitness system, Operation
Tone-Up® (OTU) is transforming the way
nutrition and exercise are taught in many of our
schools. No matter where Operation Tone-Up
is used or how — by classroom teacher, PE
teacher and or after school — it has consistently
demonstrated that it
does improve student’s
health. Blood pressure
and resting heart
rate drop 5-12 points,
strength endurance
improves 125% and
nutrition knowledge
improves over 100%. In
addition, the results are
consistently at the .001
(99.8%) level of confidence,
an achievement that
no other local or state system has been able to
accomplish. Click here to see the data.

SELF-FUNDING
This was the one area where Mr. Tone faced his biggest challenge. While OTU is affordable,
in order to reach all kids in grades 3 - 6 (26 million), it would still cost millions of dollars each
year. How can foundations be expected to continue that level of funding?

No need to worry!
OTU is proven to increase students’ attendance dramatically (8% or 3.2 days during the
initial 10-week program) making it sustainable indefinitely. Amazingly, OTU not only pays
for itself after initial funding, but it can even become a revenue-generator for other critical
school needs. With an increase in attendance of just 1 DAY, the program pays for itself and
generates surplus dollars!

THe FUTURE...and BEYOND!
Even with all this success, the reality is that schools are cash poor. And without starter funds,
it is difficult to expand and help more children. It’s only through the support of leading
professionals and corporate partners that we can sustain this endeavor.
Operation Tone Up provides multiple avenues for funding through event or workbook
sponsorship, brand recognition opportunities, and most importantly, individual student
or school funding at various levels. And
beginning in 2016, we will be launching
an interactive online version to expand
our reach from the classroom, to the
home... and beyond!

We are dedicated to the prevention of
child obesity. We welcome others to join us!
Click to visit operationtoneup.com to make a
donation, or call Tony direct at 602.432.2898.

Chief Science Officers give students a voice
for STEM education

By: Jeremy Babendure, Ph.D.
Executive Director
Arizona SciTech Festival

It’s one thing to ask a
bioengineer about the
next big advancement in
healthcare, it’s another to
ask a Chief Science Officer
(CSO), a student who
serves as the voice of
“STEM” for their school.
The CSO program, led by
the Arizona SciTech
Festival, is a 6th to 12th
grade student elected
program where 120
students from around
Arizona help engage the
student body online and
offline through blogs,
workshops, science nights,
and more.
When asked about the
most effective ways to
excite students about
STEM, Hal, CSO for Basha
High School, looks to
female role models to
encourage more girls to
enter the field.

Role models can be one of
the largest impacts of a
student’s future,” Hal said. “I
think areas without women
passionate about STEM
topics seldom see a
change. Companies with
women in STEM careers
help encourage more girls
to pursue their careers in
these areas.”

“

Encouraging their student
body to get involved in
STEM and breaking
through stereotypes is a
priority for these CSOs. We
asked how their role as a
CSO would impact their
peers.
Most people think that to
join STEM you have to be
really smart with the best
grades. I'm going to tell you
a secret, you don't have to
be." - Faith, CSO Trailside
Point School

“

Part of my role is to help
inform students of the
wide variety of jobs such as
video game designer or
developing the next
iPhone. I believe I can
inspire many students to
join.” – Siena,
CSO Maricopa High School

“

My goal as a CSO is to
capture the excitement of
science for all students.” –
Paige, CSO Hamilton High
School

“

Learn more about the
Chief Science Officer
program at
chiefscienceofficers.org.

BOOK REVIEW
“Batplanes and Batcopters: the
Engineering Behind Batman’s
Wings” by Tammy Enz
By Kelly Pearson,
Youth Services Librarian
Phoenix Burton Barr Library

We all know that Batman is one of
the greatest superhero’s of all time,
but most of us don’t stop to think
what an amazing scientist he is!
Designing
and
engineering
Batplanes, chemistry, and cutting
edge technology are all tools that
Batman uses to save the citizens of
Gotham. Batman Science is an
engaging four- book series that will
have you and your children loving
Batman even more.
The Batman series explains the
scientific principles behind all of the
Dark Knight’s gadgets while also
showing how it’s used in the real
world. The Batmobile is a cool car,
but did you know that many of the
features of the Batmobile are
actually being used in real life
military vehicles?
Don’t miss this series that is
fascinating for both children and
adults!
© Capstone and © DC Comics

ENTREPRENEURS and SMALL BUSINESS OWNERS – hive @ central is all business! It’s a place for discovery combining
elements of a co-working space with expert library fact-finding services and resources. Located on the second floor of Burton Barr Central
Library, 1221 North Central Avenue, Phoenix. Open to the public and all services are free.
MACH1 is the Phoenix Library’s 5000 square foot FREE makerspace offering programs in Coding, 3D Modeling, Paper Engineering, and
more. We welcome all ages! Basic supplies are available to help jump-start your creativity. Open Mondays & Fridays from 11am to 4pm,
and Tuesday-Thursday from 11am to 8pm.

MediCoventures, a Phoenix-based medical technology group
specializing in turning medical device ideas into startups recently
held a first-of-a-kind event, a 3-day workshop for medtech ideas,
entitled “Synapse.” Five nervous individuals presented their ideas
at the Closing Social event:
1. “Suture Lock” was the winner with the most marketing
potential, presented by Mohs Surgeon William Lear.
2. “Pediatric Pain Averter” came in second, presented by
pediatric physician, Sarah Ryan.
Three other ideas presented were: Bilirubin Drainage,
Radioembolization Delivery, and Pulminary Embolism Removal.
Find out how to turn your medical device and innovation idea to a
medtech startup through a viable, marketable and funded process.
CLICK HERE FOR

For information contact Kelvin Ning | Partner | MediCoventures |
480-559-8819 | info@medicoventures.com | medicoventures.com

IDEAS FOR FUNDING
YOUR MEDTECH
STARTUP

CEI NEWS
ENTREPRENEURS often begin with an idea, a new and innovative
solution to an existing problem. But it takes the right resources to grow
that idea into a meaningful business opportunity, one that captures the
imagination of the marketplace and makes a positive economic impact
in the region. The Center for Entrepreneurial Innovation (CEI), a
comprehensive business incubator centrally located in Phoenix,
Arizona, provides the services, space and support critical to the
development of these early-stage and startup companies.
CEI client companies represent a wide variety of industries including
emerging technologies, software development, bioscience and
renewable energy. Our client companies benefit from the center’s
proactive business counseling and mentoring as well as its state-of-theart facility to commercialize their business.
In July and August 2015 CEI (Center for Entrepreneurial Innovation)
added four new startups:

•

•

•

•

Amnio Technology – A regenerative biologics company
focusing on advancing research, development, and
manufacturing of high quality amniotic tissue allografts for
the treatment of wounds, defects, and repair.
Paraffin International LLC – A company that utilizes its wax
treatment called gLOVE Treat for dry, tired, aging hands and
feet to further help those suffering from joint and skin
conditions. This company is a recent graduate of Seed Spot.
NeoLight – This company creates phototherapy beds which
cures jaundice. NeoLight emerged out of an Arizona State
University’s Edson Student Entrepreneur Initiative cohort.
They were also recognized by BioAccel as part of its
Solutions Challenge.
Superior Silica – This company manufactures big quantities
of high purity monodisperse silica particles for industries such
as optics, pharmaceutical, and liquid chromatography.

In October 2015 – CEI Congratulates VisionGate
The Bioscience firm VisionGate announces its transition to a new
space at the Phoenix Tech Center after graduating (CEI.
VisionGate became the most recent and most successful client
graduate of the incubator to date, outgrowing the facility and
relocating in October to its new CLIA laboratory and headquarters
in Phoenix.
“VisionGate is a perfect example of our strategy to better support
innovation and bioscience in Phoenix,” said Mayor Greg Stanton.
“This is a cutting-edge company, grown and nurtured here in
Phoenix, that attracted significant national interest when it was

ready to expand. VisionGate and the City of Phoenix working
together to find a perfect location to keep this phenomenal
company here in Phoenix is an impressive win for our region.”
In 2013, VisionGate was in the process of transplanting much of its
team from Seattle, Washington as part of its continued efforts
toward the technical development of the company’s revolutionary
3-D imaging technology (Cell-CT) for early lung cancer detection;
CEI was a young incubation program seeking to grow its regional
footprint through its support of leading technology companies and
entrepreneurs.
“We saw an opportunity to accelerate our commercialization path
within the CEI program,” said VisionGate President Scarlett
Spring. “Our team met with CEI Executive Director, Jeff Saville,
as well as the leadership from the Maricopa Corporate College,
and soon recognized the shared vision we had toward developing a
mutually-beneficial partnership that would position both
organizations as leaders within our specific niches of the
bioscience community.”
About CEI
A division of the Maricopa Corporate College, the Center for
Entrepreneurial Innovation is a community-based business
incubator located in the heart of Discovery Triangle. With funding
from the US Economic Development Administration, City of
Phoenix and Maricopa Community Colleges, CEI provides
targeted business services and proactive business support to create
a systematic link between technology development, compelling
markets and opportunities; entrepreneurial and managerial talent
development; early stage capital sourcing; and education and
training, interns, coaching and business counseling from Maricopa
Small Business Development Center (SBDC) analysts and other
leading industry specialists. For more about CEI, visit
http://www.ceigateway.com.
About VisionGate
VisionGate, Inc. is led by Dr. Alan Nelson, physicist, bioengineer
and entrepreneur who previously developed the world’s first and
only automated screening test to detect cervical cancer, marketed
today as FocalPoint by Becton Dickinson. The wholly owned
VisionGate Biosignature Laboratories (VBL) offers LuCED, a
non-invasive diagnostic test for early-stage lung cancer detection
with exquisite sensitivity and specificity. This take-home sputum
test is processed on the world’s first 3D cell imaging platform, the
Cell-CT, named aptly because it is similar in principle to taking a
CT scan of individual cells, but using visible light without harmful
radiation.

“The Innovation Highway”
Your Highway to Success

Happy Holidays
From the Staff at

“The Innovation Highway”

A
wonderful
source
of
information for startups looking
for
accelerators,
events,
contests or investment funds
around the world, go to
www.f6s.com

Resources and Events
vents
2015

2016

November 17, 2015
Improving Investability Workshop
Time: 3:30 to 7:00 PM Cost: $50/person
Doubletree by Hilton Hotel
2100 S. Priest Dr., Tempe
Improving Investability Workshops are
presented by Invest Southwest and sponsored
by Arizona Commerce Authority, Greater
Phoenix Leadership, Mac6, Infusionsoft,
Avnet, Hool Coury Law Group and Osborn
Maledon. For more information visit
http://investsouthwest.org/

January 21-23, 2016
21st Century STEM
Integrate 2 Innovate
Phoenix Convention Center
A conference designed by teachers for
teachers. Register today to exhibit.
http://arizona-stemcollaborative.org/21centurystem/whyexhibit-at-the-21st-century-steminnovate-to-integrate-conference/

November 16-22, 2015
Startup Open - GEW Top 50
50 of the most promising ventures from
around the world will compete for a grand
prize trip to the Global Entrepreneurship
Congress in Medellin Columbia in 2016.
Winner will be announced during GEW,
Nov. 16-22.
November 20-22, 2015
Startup Weekend Phoenix
Time: Friday 6:30 PM, Sunday 9:00 PM
Coplex, 688 West 1st Street, Ste 2, Tempe
Developers, designers, marketers, product
managers and startup enthusiasts come
together to share ideas, form teams, build
products and launch startups.
November 20-22, 2015
Startup Weekend Chandler
Time: Friday 6:30 PM, Sunday 9:00 PM
Gangplank, 260 South Arizona Ave.,
Gangplank is hosting a collaboration of
spirited entrepreneurs to pitch their vision
and actually bring them into reality in one
weekend.

Send your events to
events@theinnovationhighway.com

December 2, 2015
Cofounders Lab Matchup Phoenix
Time: 6:30 PM
SEED SPOT, 2826 N. Central Ave., 7th
Floor, Phoenix. Entrepreneurs find cofounders, advisers & interns and help build
strong, core startup teams.

April 1, 2016
Ignite Phoenix #18
Time: 6:30 - 9:30 PM
Scottsdale Center for the Performing
Arts. Tickets go on sale March 2016.
See more at:
www.ignitephoenix.com/about/#sthash.
jmwSPnX1.dpuf
March 12, 2016
3rd Annual SW Maker Fest
Time: Noon to 7:00 PM
Downtown Mesa.
The 2016 Southwest Maker Fest will be
even bigger than our 2015 event. Plan
to attend and explore all the new
designs and creative minds that will be
participating.
info@southwestmakerfest.com
www.southwestmakerfest.com
September 21-22, 2016
White Hat Investors 2016
Meet a new generation of biotech and
healthcare pioneers at White Hat
Investors 2016, the first annual biotech
and healthcare investor conference that
showcases the best of the Rocky
Mountain & Southwest Region at the
Phoenix Convention Center. There is
no cost to apply; the presenting fee at
White Hat 2016 is $1000. For
sponsorship and registration
information contact our Member
Support Team at
advancingbio@AZBio.org or call 480779-8101.

INCUBATOR RESOURCE GUIDE

THE ENTREPRENEUR’S GUIDE TO BUSINESS INCUBATORS
IN THE GREATER PHOENIX-METRO AREA.

INCUBATOR RESOURCE GUIDE
Are you a Phoenix-based entrepreneur looking to launch a
new startup, but need additional support to get over the
hump? The following guide outlines some of the region’s top
incubation programs to help you validate your idea, develop
your technology, and commercialize your business. From the
business counseling and prototyping services of the Center
for Entrepreneurial Innovation (CEI) to the targeted support
for social entrepreneurs of Seed Spot, there is sure to be a
business incubator that fits your needs.
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The Center for Entrepreneurial Innovation (CEI) is a comprehensive business incubator
centrally located in Phoenix, Arizona, that provides the services, space and support
critical to the development of early-stage and startup companies. CEI client
companies benefit from the center’s proactive business counseling and mentoring as
well as its state-of-the-art facility to commercialize their business. CEI does not take
equity in any of the startups in its program.
Areas of focus: Biotechnology, Medical Device, Software Development, Renewable Energy
Program Information
- Affiliate and Resident client companies have access to the same business
development resources, with resident companies having additional access to own private
office and/or wet lab space
- Monthly and quarterly business counseling and progress reviews with on-site
counselors from CEI and the Maricopa Small Business Development Center (SBDC)
- Pro bono mentoring from over 50 industry and area-specific professionals, including
legal, financial, human resources, marketing, intellectual property, and more
- Entrepreneur-in-Residence for high-level strategic guidance and commercialization
assistance
- Domestic and international student research teams available for multidisciplinary
research projects, including market analysis and validation, commercialization strategies
and more
- Access to additional public and private entities, including local and national
incubators, accelerators and co- work spaces, VC and angel investor organizations,
manufacturing and prototyping facilities, and more
- Business development seminars and workshops covering relevant small business
topics.
- Access to discounted HubSpot inbound marketing and sales software and Amazon
Web Services solutions (additional eligibility required)
- Coming Spring 2015: Onsite rapid prototyping and competitive intelligence services
- Fahrenheit Labs student incubator for eligible student entrepreneurs within the
Maricopa Community Colleges.

275 N. GateWay Drive, Phoenix, Arizona | www.ceigateway.com

SEED SPOT’s mission is to support the nation’s most innovative social entrepreneurs.
They work exclusively with entrepreneurs developing a product, service, or technology
that improves the lives of people or communities on a local, national, or international
level. Seed Spot looks for for-profit ventures with a social mission and nonprofit
organizations with a sustainable revenue model.
Established December 2011
Program Overview
- Venture Program (Incubation, Acceleration & Investment):
∙ Full-time
∙ 4 Weekly Educational Sessions
∙ 1:1 Scheduled Support
∙ Full Access to Seed Spot Network
∙ 13 Practice Pitches
∙ Pitch at Events
∙ Office Space (24/7 Access)
∙ Weekly support from Mentors
∙ Several Capital Opportunities
∙ 30 hours/week
- Evening Program (Ideation & Prototyping)
∙ Once per Week
∙ 1 Weekly Educational Session
∙ Open Office Hours
∙ Limited Access to SS Network
∙ 1 Practice Pitch
∙ Access to all Events
∙ Support from Peer Network
∙ Kiva Loan Opportunity
∙ 5 hours/week
- High School Program: SEED SPOT is taking their proven model into the classroom.
They are piloting the model as a semester-long program with Tesseract School, a
leading independent school in Scottsdale, AZ. The goal is to prove the model this
Spring in the classroom and scale it nationally in the Fall of 2015.

2828 N. Central Ave. 7th Floor, Phoenix, Arizona | seedspot.org

The MAC6 business incubator is designed to accelerate the growth of young
companies who embody the four tenets of Conscious Capitalism®. In exchange for a
5% equity stake, MAC6 gives each of its companies a convertible debt note and nine
months of incubation at the state-of-the-art office space or, manufacturing facility as
well as support in the development of a sustainable long-term business, which will
secure external investors.
MAC6 works with: For-profit and Conscious Capitalism companies only; 2 of 3 founding
member roles must be filled; Potential to reach $20 million in revenue within 5 years;
Currently revenue generating.
Program information
- 3-Month Incubation Program: Driven by the objective to have an investible
business plan and pitch that will secure investment by the end of the 3-month period,
this program focuses on the foundation of a strong team.
- MAC6 Conscious Capital Call: Qualified, active investors from Arizona will be
invited to the MAC6 space specifically looking to invest monetary and intellectual
capital into Conscious companies for significant financial and commensurate social
impact returns.
- 6-Month Incubation Program: This final portion of the program focuses on
closing financing with investors and implementing spending per the business plans
created in the 3-month program.
MAC6 Park Lane Manufacturing Facility
The MAC6 Conscious Manufacturing Facility is a 38,000 ft2 industrial launch pad for
early stage Arizona-based manufacturing startups that embrace the tenets of
Conscious Capitalism. It is a place for early stage manufacturing startups to initiate
their manufacturing operations without having to commit to long-term leases. It also
includes a Manufacturing Co-op Work Space and approximately 50% of the space is
dedicated to early stage businesses that have grown out of Arizona State University’s
student incubation programs.

1430 W. Broadway Rd. Suite 201 Tempe, AZ | www.mac6.com

The Entrepreneurship and Innovation Group serves as the hub for entrepreneurial
activity at ASU. Based at ASU SkySong, the group supports students, faculty, staff,
alumni and community members, helping them navigate the wide range of
entrepreneurship-related classes, programs and resources available throughout the
university. The group also helps students, faculty and staff launch new ventures and
offers several community-wide initiatives designed to build Arizona’s entrepreneurial
ecosystem.
Programs and Initiatives:
- Alexandria Co-working Network: Brings together entrepreneurs, innovators,
inventors, problem-solvers and small-business owners in collaboration spaces in
public libraries across Arizona.
- ASU Startup Accelerator: Supports startup companies that incorporate in Arizona,
including alumni ventures and other non-ASU companies.
- Edson Student Entrepreneur Initiative: Gives student entrepreneurs the
opportunity to develop their innovative ideas and launch viable businesses. The
initiative offers approximately 20 student-led teams each year up to $20,000 each in
seed funding as well as office space, training and mentorship to launch their
for-profit, more-than-profit or nonprofit ventures.
- Furnace Technology Transfer Accelerator: A startup accelerator designed to
form, incubate and launch new companies created from technologies and intellectual
property licensed from premier research institutions. It provides seed funding, office
space and access to top industry mentors in order to commercialize discoveries made
in university research labs.
- Rapid Startup School: Offers the opportunity for participants to develop an
entrepreneurial mindset while learning the fundamentals of launching a new venture.
The training is designed to support entrepreneurs, innovators, inventors,
problem-solvers and small-business owners at any stage of development.

1475 N. Scottsdale Rd, Suite 200, Scottsdale, Arizona | entrepreneur.asu.edu

Innovations Science and Technology Incubator, a 60,000 SF Incubator located in
Chandler, Arizona, offers a collaborative blend of services and resources for innovative
entrepreneurs in the life sciences and emerging technology industries. It is a
one-stop-shop for entrepreneurs to have instant turnkey facilities and the resources
of a large company while preserving their entrepreneurial focus. Designed by
scientists and technology entrepreneurs, the incubator offers state-of-the-art
facilities, laboratories and a specialized core of services, equipment and support to
accelerate your success.
Program Overview
- Chandler Innovations was created for the purpose of bringing additional high-wage
technology jobs to the community by providing start-up companies space to work and
grow
- Chandler Innovations provides the opportunity to grow your own business in the
cutting-edge fields of biotechnology, bioinformatics, software design,
nanotechnology, medical devices and others
- Chandler Innovations offers:
∙ Well-equipped, efficient, flexible, turnkey space
∙ Secured card access
∙ Office support and shared amenities
∙ Ready access to scientific and corporate expertise
∙ Practical business educational opportunities

145 South 79th Street, Chandler, AZ |
www.chandleraz.gov/default.aspx?pageid=335

CONCLUSION & ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
After reading this guide, you should feel more confident about
starting a business in the Greater Phoenix-Metro area as a result
of the support network that exists for entrepreneurs like you.
Whether you have a social venture or a technology-based
business, there is a multitude of resources at your disposal to
launch and commercialize your business. Good luck!

NEED MORE INFORMATION? SPEAK WITH
A STARTUP EXPERT FROM CEI: 602.286.8950
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“The Innovation Highway”

INNOVATION

Your Highway to Success
“The Innovation Highway” is a showcase for
entrepreneurs, innovators and startups.
For more information email
Publisher Jerry Story, Jerry@theinnovationhighway.com

